ABSTRACT

SQ3R Method is a method of reading to help people active and effective readers. This method provides some steps in reading textbooks that will most likely enhance understanding and retention of material. SQ3R Method consists of Survey, Question, Read, Recite, and Review. When teaching this method, teachers need to carefully introduce, teach, model, and provide practice of each step. This method can empower students to learn reading faster.

This paper discusses the difference resulted from the seventh grade students at SMP K Mawar Saron in learning reading using Traditional Teaching Method and SQ3R Method. As the research object, the writer chose two classes of seventh grade students at SMP K Mawar Saron. Each class has seventeen students. The writer uses the t-test to get the result for the test between Traditional Teaching Method and SQ3R Method.

The result proves that reading using SQ3R Method shows a significant difference compared to Traditional Teaching Method. SQ3R Method helps students understand reading text easily.